LED WALL (LINSN OR DB STAR) CONTROLLER

Driver controller is the only piece of equipment required between the video source and your LED screen.The device takes a digital video(DVI)input and converts it so it can be
sent over a single CAT-5(RJ45)cable to the tiles.Compare with normal RJ45 connector,driver controller use ether-con soft-patched connectors to make sure lock connection
and better protection for the CAT5 cable.If using good quality cable,distances up to 100 meters(300feet)are easily achievable without the need for any signal booster.A single
controller can drive up to 1280*1024(2048*640)resolution(up to 142 pcs P6 tiles).Driver controller is ready for cascade up to two pcs controller with push button settings,and
support much higher resolution application.The mapping of each tile is also programmed with this controller,using a user friendly PC application.

2013 PRODUCT DESCRIPTION AND PRICE GUIDE
LED WALL SIGNAL DISTRIBUTOR

Description: 8-channel signal distributor is a must-have tool for any large scale led display installation.It allows 2 separate control channels to be distributed into 4 outputs
each,or 1 channel into 9 outputs,making it easy to create redundant loops or drive multiple screens at different locations,therefore reducing the number of controllers
needed.Doing so eliminates the need to split the DVI signal into multiple devices,avoiding the losses of quality at a critical point in the signal flow.

2013 PRODUCT DESCRIP

RGBlink is a manufacture of
image control equipment for
various applications that include
LED displays in a permanent
installation or a temporary
production application. as well as
broadcast and media control
rooms. products are designed to

meet most requirements and
come with a standard three year
warranty. All our products are
distributed and services is
available in North america
through MEGA SYSTEMS INC.
and its certified resellers. please
contact us if you have any

3 X 5” LCD Monitors

WITH LED WALL SENDING CARD HOLDERS
RMS 5533 is a 19″ 3RU standard rack mounting LCD monitor,with 3 high resolution 5″ LCD panels. Each with independent input controlling, 800*RGB*480,and wide viewing
angle.Each LCD on RMS 5533 accepts 1 Composite video, 1 DVI / VGA and 1 USB, and has 1DVI / VGA and 1 Composite video loop through output. The RMS 5533 has a 2pin pole 12V DC power connector for all the 3 LCD panels.

LED WALL PROCESSOR

5 INPUTS 2 OUTPUTS
2 LED WALL SENDING CARD HOLDERS
VSP112 is the basic LED video wall processor ideal for LED screens requiring sending card control
It has five inputs, 2×composite, 1×VGA, 1×DVI(compatible with HDMI) and 1×USB.
The VSP112 has two DVI outputs and has slots to hold two sending cards (not include in unit unless ordered)
The 112 supports 24/7 timing control of USB media input, making it a preferred choice in applications of fixed installation advertising display
and mobile LED screen.

3 X 5” LCD Monitors

WITH SDI INPUT AND THROUGH

Same as the RSM 5533 but with SDI input and through as well.
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